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The author bolds key terms but a review of the dictionary proves it exceedingly lacking. The Nature of
Communication The research is far from conclusive, but it seems the case that an emotional appeal is more
powerful than a logical one. Born and bred in Revere, Massachusetts - a poor, working class town in the 's and
's - his was the only Jewish family in a virulently anti-Semitic neighbourhood. In identification and
internalization instead the behavioral change is permanent. Were they born hating Jews or did that kind of
hatred have to be taught? When fear fails Fear fails with abstract threats. By now psychological biases have
become such a popular hit in pop-psychology books that I will skip them here. This may be true for simple
theories but not the intricate ones with several prongs that were developed over significant periods of time.
When reality is difficult to assess indeed individual conforms to the group not out of fear of punishment and
exclusion, but because the group supplies the only viable information experiments on littering in a parking lot
to show conformity to social norms: people kept the place clean if it was clean. Feeling some trepidation about
the prospect of enrolling in Festinger's graduate seminar, Aronson asked him whether there was something of
his he might read to help him decide. The book, as Aronson mentions, covers only select topics, and students
who want a more comprehensive read should refer to the textbook he co-authored with Timothy D. I quote the
author as this is very powerful: The person who is easiest to brainwash is the person whose beliefs are based
on slogans that have never been seriously challenged. This makes it difficult for the student to study for tests
and there were definitely one or two questions on an exam that I got wrong because I could not remember
which set a certain prong belonged to. Aronson depicts human beings as rationalising beings in contrast to the
rational behaviour we so fondly associate with ourselves. He then asks whether aggression is instinctual or
even necessary. Prior Experiences What happens before the communication impacts the influencing power of
the communication. The jigsaw method makes the teacher redundant by turning the students into sources of
information instead, creating opportunities for them to learn from one other, increasing their self-esteem as
well as promoting greater understanding. Depending on the situations individuals might even deny what seem
incontrovertible evidence of the truth if the group does the same Solomon Asch experiments on line lengths.
In the book, Aronson also discuses the ethical concerns of propaganda. Aronson also focuses on the fantastic
rationales and means people adopt to reduce post-decision dissonance, for instance, in the justification for the
escalated bombing of North Vietnam. In discussing conformity, Aronson exposes our vulnerability to social
influence and susceptibility to situational pressures. Order of presentation go first or last? Internalization:
Conforming to the ideas, beliefs, etc that you conceive as part of your self-concept. A sense of alarm comes
through in his writing when he examines the social psychological implications of the deluge of violence
portrayed in the mass media. Ultimately, this book is at best a supplemental text but should not be relied upon
to provide any significant understanding of social psychology. Global warming for example has failed for
years to rally the masses because it has no face. Some techniques suggested are rewarding alternative
behaviour patterns, building up the presence of non-aggressive models and building empathy towards others.
To close, Aronson advocates the fostering of open, authentic communication in marriage, using such intimate
and yet confrontative techniques of conflict resolution to achieve marital satisfaction. Eating good food or
being in good mood are more conducive to influencing. At dusk, walking home from Hebrew School, he was
occasionally roughed up by gangs of tough guys shouting anti-Semitic epithets. Aronson states in no uncertain
terms that as a society, we have been taking our competition a bit too seriously. Blaming the victim is
strongest in people who believe the world is fair!


